
           

 

C1 - PRIX DE POMPADOUR - 2950m (a1 13/16m) - Class F - Harness - EUR 

€ 25.000  

 

1. GINO DU DERBY - Disqualified in seven of last eight starts and he does need major 
improvement to win this race 

2. GEWURZTRAMINER - Remains barefoot. Fair third over this track and trip last time out and 
has a place chance in this line-up 

3. GENGIS - On a very long losing streak and has been mostly moderate this year. Best watched 
for now 

4. GABOR DE TOUCHYVON - Remains barefoot but has been struggling all year and is probably 
best watched until improvement is shown 

5. GUEST DES BROUSSES - On a very long losing streak and has only been modest of late. 
Needs to find a few lengths to win this race 

6. GOLDENBOY DE CHENU - Disappointing last run when tenth but is capable of an upset if 
finding his best form and he deserves respect  

7. GEORGIO DU DERBY - Unreliable and has been disqualified twice in last three starts. 
Capable of finishing in the money 

8. GODFATHER DARBY - Disappointing first two starts of this year but has run well with this 
shoeing arrangement and could finish in the money  

9. GENTIANE DU MONT - Remains barefoot but has struggled in his four starts this year. Did 
better last year and is capable of earning some money  

10. GRAAL DE FROMENTEL - Remains barefoot. Very unreliable but did run well when runner-
up last time out and can go one better this time 

11. GUS DES CHAMPS - Remains barefoot. Very disappointing last two runs. Did much better in 
2022 and is capable of winning if finding that form 

12. GOLD DE LA COTE - Disqualified in two of last three starts but did run well when runner-up 
over this track and trip in penultimate start and has a winning chance 

13. GOTHAM CITY - Disqualified over this course and distance in her penultimate start. Did 
better last time out when fourth. Place chance 

14. GOODMORNING CHARLY - A bit disappointing of late but has been runner-up three times 
this year and is capable of earning some money  

15. GLYCINE D'ERPION - Remains barefoot. Has an issue with disqualifications but ran well 
when third in his penultimate start and is capable of winning  

16. GALUPIN DE PAIL - Unreliable but has won twice at this course already this year. 
Disappointing last run but can bounce back to score 

17. GENTLEMAN DE LARRE - Fit and in fair form but does seem to be at his very best over a bit 
shorter than this distance. Might place 



           

Summary : GALUPIN DE PAIL (16) is unreliable and disappointed last time out but would not be 
a surprise winner of the opening race. GOLD DE LA COTE (12) ran well when runner-up over this 
course and distance in his penultimate start and has a winning chance. GLYCINE D'ERPION (15) 
can win but has some disqualification issues. GRAAL DE FROMENTEL (10) is coming off a 

decent run but is very unreliable. 

SELECTIONS 

GALUPIN DE PAIL (16) - GOLD DE LA COTE (12) - GLYCINE D'ERPION (15) - GRAAL DE 

FROMENTEL (10) 



           

C2 - GRAND PRIX DU CAPITOLE - DYNAVENA - 2950m (a1 13/16m) - 

European - Class A - Harness - EUR € 53.000  

 
1. DARSHAN - Remains barefoot. Usually runs well when barefoot and is barefoot this time. 
Clearly not out of it 

2. EMOI SPECIAL - Remains barefoot. Fit and is in good form at the moment. Probably better 
over the shorter distance but could play a minor role 

3. FRENCH MAN - Unreliable and is battling to regain winning form but ran well with this shoeing 
arrangement and could finish in the money  

4. HASTRONAUTE - Returned to his best when winning at this course last time out. Clearly likes 
this track and can follow up 

5. EXPRESS DE L'ITON - Disqualified in latest start. Unreliable but has won twice this year and 
has a winning chance 

6. EMILIANO ZAPATA - On a long losing streak and has been disappointing in last two starts but 
could play a minor role 

7. ELISKA BERRY - On a long losing streak but did not run too badly when fifth last time out and 
could play a minor role at best 

8. ECLAT DES NOIX - Unreliable and was a bit disappointing last time out but has won twice this 
year and would not be a surprise winner 

9. DORUCK - Well tried this year without winning and has been really moderate of late. Best 
watched this time 

10. DAYAN WINNER - On a very long losing streak and does seem to like Marseill-Borely. 
Others are much preferred 

11. DOUXOR DE GUEZ - Slight improvement when sixth last time out but does need to do more 
to win this race and others are preferred 

12. FAKIR MERITE - Runs best when barefoot but is not barefoot this time. In good form and is 
capable of contesting the finish 

13. GANGSTER DU WALLON - Remains barefoot. Disappointing last two runs but is quite 
capable of bouncing back to score 

14. DJANGO DU BOCAGE - Remains barefoot. Disappointing last two starts but is capable of 
better when in the mood and can upset 

15. ECHO DE CHANLECY - Unreliable and has been disappointing in two starts since winning at 
Angers in April. Has a winning chance 

Summary : HASTRONAUTE (4) clearly likes this track and won nicely last time out and can 
follow up over this longer distance. ECHO DE CHANLECY (15) is unreliable and has been 

disappointing of late but can bounce back to score. GANGSTER DU WALLON (13) may be better 
than the last two runs suggests and can upset if at best. ECLAT DES NOIX (8) has already won 
twice this year and is not out of it. 

SELECTIONS 



           

HASTRONAUTE (4) - ECHO DE CHANLECY (15) - GANGSTER DU WALLON (13) - ECLAT 

DES NOIX (8) 



           

C3 - PRIX DE MAUQUENCHY - 2150m (a1 5/16m) - Autostart - Class E - 

Harness - EUR € 24.000  

 
1. HARONA D'OLIVERIE - Always gives of his best and is coming off a good runner-up run. 
Barefoot for the first time and can go one better  

2. HORIZON DE BLAY - Disappointing of late but is barefoot and does like this shorter distance. 
He could be the surprise package of the race 

3. HEREDIA - Fair fifths in last two starts but has struggled in her other runs this year and others 
are preferred 

4. HERODE DU CORTA - Has lost his way of late with five moderate runs. Did better earlier in 
the year and is not out of it 

5. HORIZON D'ALMANI - Remains barefoot. Disappointing last two runs but is capable of better 
and does have a place chance 

6. HOPE - Remains barefoot. Unreliable and has disqualification issues but likes this course and 
can contest the finish 

7. HARCOURT DE PADD - Coming off three disqualifications in a row but is talented. Barefoot 
and has a winning chance in this line-up 

8. HARLEY DE QUARO - He does not win too often but usually gives of his best and could like 
this shorter distance. Place chance 

9. HUMBERSTON - Three disqualifications in last five starts make him hard to trust but he has 
won twice this year. Might place 

10. HUSSARDWICZ - Fit and in good form of late. Barefoot and has won at this track. Could 
finish in the money once again 

11. HELLEA JELMA - Very unreliable this year but has run some fair races at this track and he 
could play a minor role 

12. HYDILLE DE RETZ - Has lost his way this year with some moderate runs. Did better in 2022 
and is probably best watched for now 

13. HICOKO DU SOLEIL - Three disqualifications lately including at this track last t ime out. 
Needs major improvement to win this race 

Summary : HARONA D'OLIVERIE (1) always gives of his best and will be barefoot for the very 
first time. He deserves another win. HARCOURT DE PADD (7) is barefoot this time but does 

need to shake off some recent disqualifications. HOPE (6) likes this course and could contest the 
finish again. HERODE DU CORTA (4) has a winning chance if returning to the form of the 
beginnig of this year. 

SELECTIONS 

HARONA D'OLIVERIE (1) - HARCOURT DE PADD (7) - HOPE (6) - HERODE DU CORTA 

(4) 



           

C4 - PRIX ZETURF - 2950m (a1 13/16m) - Class E - Harness - EUR € 24.000  

 

1. ISLEY GRIFF - Showed improvement when fifth last time out but has yet to win a race and is 
probably best watched this time 

2. ISIDORE DU PLANTIS - Very disappointing since last win in August 2022 and has a 
disqualification habit. Others are much preferred 

3. IRON CREEK - On a very long losing streak since only win and is coming off two 
disqualifications in last three starts. Others are preferred 

4. IS IT PARIS - Remains barefoot. Some fair runs at this track this year but does need to find a 
few lengths to win the race. Might place 

5. INDIGO DREAM - Has yet to win after 26 starts and was only a modest seventh last time out. 
Capable of playing  minor role if in the mood 

6. ILOVEDAM - Unreliable this year as he was unreliable last year. Modest sixth when barefoot 
last time out and needs to do a lot more to win this race 

7. IMPERIUM LOVE - In good form this year and won nicely last time out when barefoot but is not 
barefoot this time. Place chance 

8. ILDO DES CHAMPS - Remains barefoot. Struggling to regain winning form but has run a 
couple of  fair races  of late. Can play a minor role 

9. IS GOOD DU JAYLE - Showed improvement when barefoot and third last time out but is not 
barefoot this time and is probably best watched for now 

10. INSTINCT DE VETRE - Remains barefoot. Ona long losing streak and has been 
disappointing in last two starts but is capable of playing a minor role 

11. INOUR DU VIVIER - Unreliable but returned to form with a nice win last time out. Has to 
prove himself at this course but can follow up 

12. IGOR DU PLANTIS - Well tried this year without adding to his win tally. Three 
disqualifications recently so is hard to trust 

13. IMPERIAL RYLD - Only fair form at this track but is in very good form at the moment. 
Remains barefoot and looks ready to strike 

14. IRRATI DUEM - Unreliable but is coming off a good runner-up run at this course last time out 
and can go one better 

15. I AM EAGLE - Disappointing last run when sixth but has run a couple of third places over this 
track and trip and has a place chance 

16. IN AMERICA - Improving and is coming off a solid win. Has to prove himself as effective over 
this distance but has a winning chance 

17. ILOU FIRST RICHER - Remains barefoot. In fair form at the moment but has been unreliable 
at this course. Capable of an upset 



           

Summary : INOUR DU VIVIER (11) has not been at his best at this track but returned to form 
with a nice win and can follow up. IN AMERICA (16) is improving and is coming off a solid win so 
could fight out the finish. IRRATI DUEM (14) can go one better than a recent runner-up run at this 
course. IMPERIAL RYLD (13) has yet to win at this track but is in fair form and deserves some 

respect. 

SELECTIONS 

INOUR DU VIVIER (11) - IN AMERICA (16) - IRRATI DUEM (14) - IMPERIAL RYLD (13) 



           

C5 - PRIX DE LA CARTOUCHERIE - 2950m (a1 13/16m) - Class E - 

Harness - EUR € 24.000  

 
1. INDIANA D'AMOUR - Disqualified in last start of 2022 campaign and both starts this year. Best 
watched until improvement is shown 

2. IDOLE DE LA COTE - Disappointing last run when barefoot and eight. Capable of doing better 
and has a place chance 

3. IDOLE DAIRPET - Showed some improvement when fourth last time out but has yet to win a 
race and is unreliable 

4. IROQUOISE - Unreliable since last win at this track. Disqualified last time out and others are 
preferred this time 

5. INTRIGUE DE MAX - Showed some improvement when sixth last time out. Barefoot this time 
and can do better 

6. IRIS DU CANTER - Probably worth ignoring the last run. Has done well at this course this year 
and could finish in the money 

7. ISTINGA BOCAIN - Fit and has been in good form this year. Likes this course and he can fight 
out the finish once again 

8. INNISFAIL CREEK - Disappointing last run but is a course and distance winner and has been 
in good form this year. Respect 

9. ILOMBA DU GUESCLIN - Disappointing form so far this year but has won at this track and 
does have a winning chance in this line-up 

10. IMMORTELLE DE BLAY - In very good form of late and won well at this track last time out 
but is not at his best this longer distance. Place chance 

11. IZAYA DE COUSSERAT - Fit and has been doing very well with this current shoeing 
arrangement. Should contest the finish 

12. IDEALE PENNOISE - Disappointing last four runs since winning in February. Capable of an 
upset but is probably best watched this time 

Summary : ILOMBA DU GUESCLIN (9) likes this track and can put behind some disappointing 
recent runs. IZAYA DE COUSSERAT (11) has done well with the current shoeing arrangement 

and can fight out the finish of this race. IMMORTELLE DE BLAY (10) won well at this track last 
time out and has every chance of following up. INTRIGUE DE MAX (5) is barefoot this time so 
can continue the improvement. 

SELECTIONS 

ILOMBA DU GUESCLIN (9) - IZAYA DE COUSSERAT (11) - IMMORTELLE DE BLAY (10) - 

INTRIGUE DE MAX (5) 



           

C6 - PRIX DE LA VILLE DU FOUSSERET - 2950m (a1 13/16m) - National - 

Class B - Harness - EUR € 30.000  

 
1. JAVA DE CAPONET - Fit and has been promising so far. Step up in distance maynot suit but 
does deserve respect on her best form 

2. JOIE DE LA COTE - Remains barefoot. Improved last run when fourth but that was in a 
Mounted race and she could now prefer that discpline 

3. JERICHO DE JARY - Remains barefoot. Unreliable this year but has won twice. Yet to prove 
himself at this course though 

4. JAVANAISE DE FARS - On a long losing streak since only win and has been modest so far 
this year but did run some fair races at this track last year. Might place 

5. JASPER QUESNOT - Disappointing last two runs but is fit and has run well at this course. Has 
a winning chance if at best 

6. JOIE DE BERTRANGE - Fair third at this course last time out when barefoot. Remains 
barefoot and usually does well at this track. Place chance 

7. JIMOKO - Well beaten in both starts this year but did run well at this track a couple of times 
last year and could contest the finish 

8. JEANBLANC DUEM - Clearly he needed his only start of this year. Talented and has won at 
this track but also has disqualification issues. Utmost respect  

9. JOJOBA DE QUERAY - Mostly consistent again this year and was runner-up at this course 
last time out. Has a winning chance 

10. JONAGOLD - Ended his 2022 campaign off with a disqualification but was very consistent 
before that and is not out of it returning from a break barefoot for the first time 

11. JENY LOVE JEPHI - Showed some improvement when fifth last time out when barefoot. Not 
barefoot this time but cannot be written off on her good form of last year  

12. JODIE D'ALBRET - Remains barefoot bus been a disappointment this year and needs to find 
a few lengths to win this race 

13. JAVANAISE TURGOT - Showed improvement when sixth last time out. Barefoot and could 
be returning to best. Can upset 

14. JUSTIN BOLD - Returned to his best when winning latest start and was also a winner the last 
time he saw this track. Big chance 

Summary : JUSTIN BOLD (14) is a winner at this track and returned to his best form with a nice 
win last time out. He can double up. JEANBLANC DUEM (8) is talented but often gets disqual ified 

so is taken at one's own risk. JASPER QUESNOT (5) is fit and is also proven at the track so must 
be considered. JIMOKO (7) has also run well at thistrack before and can bounce back to best.  

SELECTIONS 

JUSTIN BOLD (14) - JEANBLANC DUEM (8) - JASPER QUESNOT (5) - JIMOKO (7) 



           

C7 - PRIX RACE AND CARE - 2750m (a1 11/16m) - National - Autostart - 

Class D - Harness - EUR € 23.000  

 
1. KAPUCINE D'ALBRET - Her only win so far was at this course but over the shorter distance. 
Needs to do more to win this race 

2. KOOL CRISTAL - Fit and in good form with two recent runner-up runs. He should fight out the 
finish once again 

3. KENSINGTON GARDENS - Has not done much wrong in his first two starts and could like this 
longer distance. Has a winning chance 

4. KHARA DUEM - Disqualified in her latest start and on debut but ran well in her other races and 
is capable of earning some money 

5. KILOVE DU GOUTIER - Has shown nice promise in her two starts. Can go one better on good 
runner-up run last time out 

6. KATE DES OLIVIERS - Disappointing last run when only sixth. She may prefer a shorter 
distance than this at the moment. Others are preferred 

7. KID PARKER - Disappointing recent efforts and has been disqualified three times in just seven 
starts. Others are preferred 

8. KOOL DE LA GRAVE - Getting closer to his first win and was runner-up at this course last 
time out. Not out of it 

9. KAROUZO - Unreliable and has been disqualified four times in just eight starts including at this 
track. Others are preferred 

10. KONG - Showed promise on debut when only finding one better but has been a 
disappointment with two disqualifications after that. Deserves respect  

11. KENDLESS - Consistent so far and has run well in both starts at this course. Could finish in 
the money once again 

12. KATHERINE - Unreliable and was disqualified last time at this track in April. Capable of 
running but others are preferred 

13. KARAOKE - Promising debut win but has been modest in three starts since then and needs 
to find a few lengths to win this race 

14. KADEHO DE FRAMIST - Showed improvement with each run until regressing when only 
sixth last time out. More needed to win this race 

15. KALIMERO - Has yet to win a race but is in good form. Probably prefers it a bit shorter than 
this distance. Might place 

Summary : An interesting race. KILOVE DU GOUTIER (5) has shown promise in two starts but 
can be tested this time. KOOL CRISTAL (2) is fit and deserves a win after two good runner-up 

runs. KONG (10) is clearly better than the recent disqualifications suggest and can surprise. 
KENSINGTON GARDENS (3) could like this longer distance and has been promising so far.  

SELECTIONS 



           

KILOVE DU GOUTIER (5) - KOOL CRISTAL (2) - KONG (10) - KENSINGTON GARDENS (3) 



           

C8 - PRIX FONTAINE BAYONNE - 2325m (a1 7/16m) - Class D - Mounted - 

EUR € 27.000  

 
1. IONIS BOCAIN - Unreliable but knows how to win and has won at this course before, Clearly 
not out of it 

2. HURRICANE OF LOVE - Broke a long losing streak when winning last time out. Deserves 
some respect for that win. Consider 

3. HYPTIS - Ignore the last run. Better in Mounted race and is barefoot this time. Capable of 
earning some money 

4. IDEAL DE CALVETI - Improved fourth in lastest start but he has been unreliable in this 
discipline. Deserves some respect 

5. HEIDI TEJY - Unreliable of late but did win penultimate start and could finish in the money if at 
best 

6. HEAT DE LA GRAVE - Showed improvement when fourth last time out but is unreliable and 
needs to confirm that run. Might place 

7. HANDEL TURGOT - Needed his only run of the year when tenth and has yet to prove himself 
in this discipline. Others are much preferred 

8. IN LOVE DE VALMIER - His last run is safely ignored. In very good form before that and is 
clearly the one to beat 

9. HALMA GRIFF - Showed improvement when sixth last time out and has done well in a couple 
of Mounted races. Place chance 

10. HERMES PAN - Fit and in good form. At very best around this distance and should contest 
the finish once again 

11. HONNEUR DE BRY - Always gives of his best and is coming off a solid win but may be at 
very best over further. Has a winning chance 

Summary : A nice race to end a tough card. Not many runners here can be safely ruled out but 
IN LOVE DE VALMIER (8) is a confident selection. His last run is safely ignored and he was in 

very good form before that. HONNEUR DE BRY (11) is clearly his biggest threat. He is very 
game and won well last time out but does prefer it further. IDEAL DE CALVETI (4) is unreliable 
but not out of it. HERMES PAN (10) is in good form and should fight out the finish as well.  

SELECTIONS 

IN LOVE DE VALMIER (8) - HONNEUR DE BRY (11) - IDEAL DE CALVETI (4) - HERMES 

PAN (10) 

 


